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Part 11: Router reporting 
and 

line Speed



Router Reporting
The buttons in the Reporting submenu show additional read-only information regarding the connections. These 
are:

Line Health 
Performance
Uptime Statistics
Usage Statistics
Event Logs



Line Health (shows disconnections, average line speeds, average latency etc..)



Performance (shows the last returned speed test result from the individual routers in addition to the average and 
maximum latency of the connections)



Uptime Statistics (shows a bar graph for each connection indicating router/line disconnections and reconnections).

 If there are excessive red and blue lines indicating loss of connection within the graph (and they match up to the 
event logs) this is an indication of either a faulty xDSL micro filter or a possible connection fault. In the case of it 
being a connection fault, the underlying ISP will need to be contacted so that they can investigate further.



Usage Statistics (graphs the average volume of data being consumed through the fully bonded Sharedband service 
(the same screen as the Virtual router Stats))



Event Logs (shows connectivity events occurring on all Sharedband routers)

 Event Logs can be used in conjunction with the Uptime Statistics screen to assess frequent connection 
disconnections. This can help troubleshoot issues with routers or lines.



Line Speed
Buttons in the Line Speed submenu show information about the individual connection speeds. These are:

Current
Historic Graph
Historic Table



Current (shows the last returned speed test result from the individual routers and also indicates if the most recent 
tests did not return a result)

By default these speed tests will run every 4 hours however you can press the ‘Test Now’ button to run an 
immediate speed test. The results of all speed tests are archived under the Historic Table screen.
You do not normally need to press the ‘Set up Automatically’ button as speed testing is enabled by default



Historic Graph (graphs the speed test measurements that have been recorded in the Historic Table)

NB: The Speed Test graph may not show (as in the above example) depending on the web browser or the web 
extensions/add-on’s you have installed/enabled



Historic Table (shows a table of archived speed tests that have been measured over the previous 30 days)

NB: As the account displayed in the above example image has not run any tests yet, there are no results tabled.

This is a good screen to check for evidence of connection fluctuations. The Sharedband solution requires stable 
connections to bond effectively.
If one of the connection ‘s speed becomes erratic but remains online this will cause capacity degradation. As our 
service is a true bonded solution not a load balanced solution if a line destabilises and data cannot transit in an 
orderly and timely fashion, capacity will suffer from data retransmission delays.
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Thank you for viewing

If you have any questions please visit our knowledgebase at http://support.sharedband.com/kb or contact 
our support department by ticket or phone

http://support.sharedband.com/kb

